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GOES DCS Technical Working Group (TWG) 125th Meeting 

Tuesday - Wednesday April 27 - 28th, 2021 
(Virtual Via Webex and Teleconference) 

 

 TWG Day 1 – April 27, 2021 

 

Introduction and Logistics: (Richard Antoine - NESDIS/OSPO/SPSD/ Direct Services Branch) 
 

Richard Antoine welcomed the attendees and opened the meeting at 10:30 EDT. 

 

A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 
 

TWG Agenda Review: (Richard Antoine - NESDIS/OSPO/SPSD/ Direct Services Branch) 

 

Richard Antoine reviewed the agenda and went over logistics. The agenda was accepted as is.  

 
 

DCS Update: (Richard Antoine - NESDIS/OSPO/SPSD/ Direct Services Branch) 

 

Richard briefed that the extension to the final year of Microcom contract is now in effect until July 12, 

2021. He noted that he is pushing for an extension. He also said that NESDIS is hoping to get an 
acquisition started for DADDS Next during the next year. A request for information (RFI) was released in 

late February 2021 and the responses have been returned. Another major effort is to complete the backup 

pilot antenna installation at the Combined Backup Facility (CBU) in Fairmont, WV. NESDIS hopes to 

complete this next year. This project will replace the omni-directional antenna with a parabolic antenna. 

The schedule is to work on civil works and logistics through the end of this year with the actual 

replacement in March of 2022. 
 

NESDIS will continue the legacy engineering contract. This will ensure the following will continue: 

● System engineering support 

● System hardware and software sustainment 

● System operations support 

● Integration and installation 

● Acceptance testing and evaluation 

● Integrated logistics support 

● Training and documentation. 
 

This support also covers the following radio frequency (RF) and administrative infrastructure: 

● DCS Demodulators (DAMS-NT) 

● DCS Pilot/ Test Transmitters (P/TT) 

● Dual DCS Pilot Control Modules (DPCM) 

● DCS Platform Radio Set (DCPRS) Certification Upgrades 

● DCS Administrative and Data Distribution System (DADDS) 

 

Richard then briefed issues that will need to be resolved in the future. One issue is how will our RF 

infrastructure be supported? There is a need to see how NESDIS can align this with the new “OMS” 

operations and maintenance contract. Part of the OMS contract will be the migration of some programs 

into the NESDIS cloud infrastructure. Discussions on this will be ongoing. Another large effort will be to 
document the need for two-way communications and the need for a funded work assignment to finish the 
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demonstration of a successful operational capacity. Richard then noted that we will continue to work with 

the small-sat project in their validation efforts. Also included is the need to keep monitoring and working 
to mitigate frequency interference in our DCS spectrum. And, finally, continue to work with the GeoXO 

Program to ensure a viable DCS service on the next generation of satellites.  

 

Richard also briefed that a large project that is ongoing in the DCS Program is DADDS Next Project. 

This acquisition will replace the current DADDS, but not the other subsystems of the DCS system. The 
goal of the replacement is to meet NESDIS enterprise security requirements and provide a flexible and 

easy to maintain architecture. The DADDS next will continue to be the interface to the HRIT, NWSTG 

and LRGS systems as well as the DCS web pages. 

 

In closing, Richard summarized the challenges ahead for the DCS Program: 

● Keeping up with change… 

o Legacy GOES DCS contract 
o GOES DCS maintenance & sustainment contract 

o DADDS Next acquisition 

o GeoXO in the future 

● Keeping in step…… 

o Align with NESDIS OMS contract and the NESDIS Cloud 

● Questions for now…. 

o Commitment to Two Way!!! 

o Keeping the system up to date, e.g., SUAs & PDTs 
 

A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 

 
Customer Service Update: (Letecia Reeves - NESDIS/OSPO/SPSD/ Direct Services Branch) 

 

Letecia went over the statistics on the GOES DCS transmitter status. The statistics are contained in the 

table below. The inclusive dates for the inactive DCPs are 2011-2021.  

 

 
 

Letecia briefed that there are revised policies on DCP assignments and that some of them are new. The 

proposed policies are listed below. 
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● Assignments should only be requested for definite deployments within 6 months (units should 

already be purchased) 

o Contact Letecia to discuss time slot availability at any time 

● IDs that remain unused for 1 year will be reclaimed, effective June 1, 2021 

o Reapply for DCP IDs as needed 

● IDs that are inactive for 3 years will be reclaimed after June 1, 2021 

● IDs that have been inactive for more than 5 years will be reclaimed immediately 

● Before using an ID that has been unused or inactive for more than 1 year, consult the DADDS to 

ensure that it is still on an active channel. 
 

She also noted that if DCP has been unused it will be moved to the holding channel (-1) and the time slot 

will be reclaimed. DCP IDs that have been active for over 5 years will be reclaimed immediately. She 

noted that users can reapply at any time by reaching out to her. Letecia briefed that you can log into 

DADDS to see if your DCP is on an active channel. If you find it in the “parked” channel, you will have 
to contact her to re-apply. 

 

Letecia next briefed the transition from CS1 to CS2. The results are contained in the table and notes in the 

graphic below. She noted that there has been good progress as more than 50% are already CS2. She 

reminded users that the CS2 transition deadline is May 31, 2026.  
 

 
 

Letecia briefed the ongoing “PDT week” progress. She noted that the first one in 2020 was successful 

with 10 organizations participating. For decades we have briefed the need to keep the information up to 

date. Everyone benefits when the record is accurate. Letecia noted that we are working to develop a 

visualization tool to show where all the DCPs are located. This helps when there is an emergency. If the 
manufacturer needs to contact everyone with a certain model, they cannot do it if the information is 

missing or incomplete. This cannot be accomplished if the PDT entries are not accurate.  

 

There are two PDT weeks scheduled for 2021. One scheduled for the week of June 1st and the second the 

week of December 1st. These will be full weeks. Outside of the PDT weeks, please contact Letecia for 
assistance. She noted that the PDT team consists of herself, Valerie Randall and Habtam  Ayalew. 

 

Another note is that there will be a training opportunity in 2021 in conjunction with Fall 2021 STIWG. 

Users can email Letecia with training needs. 
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It was also briefed that there is a DCS field test available OUTSIDE of the DADDS login. Users can use 
the four DCS web pages for this. The web pages are https://dcsx.noaa.gov/ with x being 1-4.  

 

Letecia noted that if you do need to log into DADDS and have forgotten your password, the default 

answer to both security questions is your last name+4-digit PIN (Parker4411) with NO spaces. If you 

cannot remember your PIN, contact Valerie Randall (Valerie.Randall@noaa.gov) or the 24/7 Wallops 
Help Desk @ 757-824-7450.  

 

Letecia then briefed that there are numerous guides and tutorials available on DADDS 1-4 

(https://dcsx.noaa.gov/ with x being 1-4). She showed the graphic below noting that the guides are under 

the “Systems Information” item in the blue menu and then in the “Website Help Information” section on 

the lower right corner of the page. 
 

 
 

The final item in the brief was a slide on the DCS Test Channels.  She noted that there are test channels for 

both 300 baud and 1200 baud. She noted that Channel 151 should not be used for test transmissions. The 

list of test channels is 

● GOES East 300 bps - CS1 & CS2 = Channel 195 (401.99200 MHz) 

● GOES West 300 bps - CS1 & CS2 = Channel 196 (401.99350 MHz) 

● GOES East and West 1200 bps - CS1 = Channel 99A/197 (401.99500 MHz) 

● GOES East and West 1200 bps - CS2 = Channel 198 (401.99650 MHz) 

Please note:  CHANNEL 151 should NO longer be used 
 

A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 

Wallops Update: (Matt Sullivan - NESDIS/OSPO/Wallops Command and Data Acquisition Station) 

 
Matt Sullivan provides an overview of the NESDIS GOES DCS system. He began by briefing the 

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) constellation. The list of the satellites in the 

current constellation is: 

• GOES-16: Prime East S/C @ 75.2° W Longitude 

▪ Replaced G13 18 Dec 2017 

https://dcsx.noaa.gov/
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• GOES-17: Prime West S/C @ 137.2° W Longitude 

▪ Replaced G15 15 Nov 2018 
 

• GOES-14: Storage @ 105° W Longitude 

 

• GOES-13: Transferred to USSF to support the GOES IO mission 

▪ Became operational 9 Sep 2020, renamed EWS-G1 (Electro-optical Infrared Weather 

System Geostationary) 

 
• GOES-15: Storage @ 128° W Longitude 

 

He noted that the two Prime East and West satellites are GOES 16 and 17. These are GOES-R Series 

satellites. In addition to the GOES-R primary East and West satellites, there are still two GOES-M series 

satellites in the constellation. These are GOES 14 and 15. They are both in storage orbits. There is also a 
legacy I-M Series GOES satellite that was previously named GOES-13. It is now named EWS-G1 and is 

functioning as a weather satellite for the U.S. Space Force that has been moved over the Indian Ocean to 

support operations. The “footprint” of the GOES satellites in the western hemisphere are shown in a 

graphic below. 

 

 
 

Matt then briefed the GOES-R frequency plan. The plan in graphic format is shown below. He noted the 

DCS DCPR uplink at 401.7 MHz to 402.1 4 MHz on the bottom section on the left side and the DCPR 
downlink frequency of 1679.7 to 1680.1 MHz on the left center of the top section.  
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Matt noted that NESDIS has a primary receive site at the NOAA Command and Data Acquisition Station 

in Wallops VA (WCDAS). There are three primary hurricane-rated receive antennas (110 mph winds). 

These antennas can receive in the L-band and the uplink in S-band and X-band. There are also three 

GOES antennas at the CBU in Fairmont WV. By next summer, the two older GOES antennas at Wallops 

Island will be upgraded to support the GOES-R series satellites. There was an antenna at the NASA 
Goddard facility in Greenbelt, MD that has been relocated to Australia to support GOES-13 operations. 

There are also GOES antennas at the NOAA Satellite Operations Facility (NSOF) in Suitland, MD to 

support NESDIS operations. Matt also noted that the second set of DCS subsystems are located at the 

NSOF. There is a plan to move these systems to the CBU in the next calendar year. A summary of the 

primary, backup and NSOF antennas are listed below: 
 

• Primary GOES Site at WCDAS - Located at Wallops Island, VA 

– Three hurricane rate antennas (HR4, HR5, and HR6) capable of supporting the GOES R 

series spacecraft 

– Two legacy HR antennas at WCDAS (HR1 and HR2) are currently undergoing 
upgrades/enhancements to facilitate GOES R support. 

•  Upgrades currently scheduled for completion Spring/Summer 2022 

– Primary DCS pilot antennas 

 

• GOES Consolidated Backup Facility (CBU) - Located in I-79 Technology Park at Fairmont, WV 

– Provides full mission backup capability for GOES 14-17, with the exception of a DCS 
receive ground system. 

– Three hurricane rated antennas at CBU (HR7, HR8, and HR9) 

– Backup DCS pilot at 401.7 MHz 

• Installation of 3.8m Backup Pilot antennas is scheduled for November of 2021. 

 
• NOAA Satellite Operation Facility (NSOF) - Located in Suitland, MD 

– Four 9.1m parabolic antennas (N1, N2, N3 and N4) in support of the GOES R series 

spacecraft. Currently holds the backup DCS receive system, including DAMS-NT, 

DADDS, and LRGS’s. 

• Tentative plans are to move all DCS backup ground equipment to the CBU in 
2022. 

 

Matt also explained that the primary pilot antennas located at WCDAS provide a reference signal for the 

DRGS’s to work smoothly with minimal interference. There are three antennas with one each for GOES 
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East and West and a third for redundancy. There is also capability at the CBU which will be upgraded in 

2022. 
 

He also briefed the NOAA dissemination systems for DCS.  These are the various re-broadcast or 

terrestrial dissemination methods for the DCS messages. 

 

The National Weather Service Telecommunication Gateway (NWSTG) is a dedicated data stream sent 
from DADDS to the NWS. DADDS adds a WMO header to the messages that are sent to the gateway. 

There are two dissemination sites that are the DADDS at WCDAS and at the NSOF. There is one active 

and one on standby at any time. These can be switched. The actual customers for this data have been 

mostly unknown in the past. The HRIT program has been working with their NWS counterparts to track 

where this information ends up. 

 
Local Readout Ground Stations (LRGS) are server based terrestrial information technology systems. 

There are four NOAA supported systems. Two of them are at WCDAS and two at the NSOF. They 

receive messages from the DRGS systems (DAMS-NT) co-located with them. They can receive the 

messages from other LRGS systems as well. Thus, they are backed up by each other. The system that is 

connected today is the USGS Emergency Data Distribution Network (EDDN). These systems can be 
accessed by downloading the OPENDCS software package.  

 

HRIT –This is a separate broadcast service on the GOES satellites. It can be uplinked from WCDAS and 

the CBU giving it a strong backup capability. The broadcast also includes imagery and the legacy 

EMWIN stream. The data stream for DCS is fed by the DADDS systems. It can be received within the 
GOES footprint using a receive station using small antennas of 1-2 meters diameter.  

 

DCS Administration and Data Distribution System (DADDS) –DADDS provides message dissemination 

along with administration functions. It is managed by the DCS program office at the NSOF and by the 

support group at WCDAS. PDT updates are affected using the DADDS system. As a user, you can 

retrieve your message data. There are 4 servers, DCS1-4. DCS 1 and 2 are hosted by the WCDAS and 3 
and 4 are hosted at the NSOF. Users need a login to access the message data and manage their PDTs.  

 

It was noted that the System Information pages on the servers have a wealth of information on the DCS 

system. It includes a repository of all the DCS information. It includes access to previous TWG meetings, 

how to implement LRGS and many other functions. 
 

Matt also showed the system or DCS wiring diagram. It is divided into the three sites, WCDAS, NSOF 

and the CBU. This is kept updated as there are system changes. It is included on the DADDS system 

information page.  

 
Matt also showed the DCS points-of-contact page. He noted that there is 24x7x365 technical support at 

WCDAS. Travis Thornton is the DCS Operations Shift Supervisor, and Matt is the Radio Frequency 

Systems Specialist. The points of contact for WCDAS are listed below. 

 

● Wallops Help Desk: 757-824-7450, wdcs@noaa.gov 

o 24/7 Technical Support for DCS, LRGS, DADDS, HRIT 

 

● Travis Thornton: 757-824-7316, joseph.t.thornton@noaa.gov 
o WCDAS Operations Shift Supervisor 

o DCS Operations Team Lead 

 

● Matthew Sullivan:  757-824-7360, matt.g.sullivan@noaa.gov 
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o DCS RF Systems Specialist 

o WCDAS Frequency Spectrum Manager 
 

A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 

 
Two Way Comms: (Brett Betsill - Microcom Design Inc.) 

 

Due to the highly technical nature of the two-way communication subject, the following summary was 

provided by Brett Betsill of Microcom Design who gave the presentation during the meeting.  

  

“Microcom Design provided an update and the status of the Two-Way proof of concept work.  Since the 
Over-the-Air Bit Error Rate (BER) testing has been on hold since the beginning of the COVID-19 

pandemic, the focus of the presentation was the investigation into the impact of satellite movement on the 

Two-Way signal and the development of an algorithm to track the motion. 

 

The presentation began by providing a summary of the Two-Way work since the last TWG in May of 2020 
with a specific focus on detailing the need to track the satellite motion to ensure proper Two-Way timing 

alignment.  The final summary slide showed the predicted time motion of the GOES-16 satellite from 

04/16/2020.  This graph was generated over a year ago from an analysis performed by Aerospace 

Corporation and was taken from the Two-Way Status presentation from last year’s TWG.  Following the 

summary slides, Microcom covered the three approaches it investigated to come up with an automated 
tracking algorithm. 

 

The first approach Microcom reported on was titled the “Energy Drop Misalignment Investigation”.  The 

theory behind this approach is that a valid signal is present only if the hops remain aligned in time.  

Conversely, if the hops are misaligned, there will be a brief period-of-time when no signal will be present 

at the 455 kHz IF point due to the disparate frequencies of the received signal and the de-hopping 
synthesizer.  As such, the misalignment should produce a detectable drop in signal energy after the de-

hoping stage. Microcom demonstrated that this “Energy Drop” does occur and that it is detectable, but they 

determined that it does not have sufficient resolution to support a tracking algorithm. However, this 

approach may prove useful down the road to perform a course alignment for field deployed units.     

 
The second approach reported on was the “Symbol Transition” investigation.  Using symbol or bit 

transitions is a common method for tracking symbol rate variations.  Since the symbol rate from the Two-

Way modulator is precisely synced in time and does not vary, it is conceivable the symbol transitions can 

be used at the receiver to provide satellite motion tracking.   

 
However, one concern covered in the presentation is that the Root Raised Cosine (RRC) filter utilized in 

the Two-Way Modulator design causes the symbol crossings to vary by approximately 400 microseconds.  

As such, a different digital filter that preserves the symbols crossings at a distinct point would be required.  

Microcom investigated several possible candidates and settled on a modified or Truncated version of the 

standard RRC filter. 

 
In subsequent slides, Microcom compared the time domain and frequency domain performance of the 

Truncated RRC filter to the standard RRC digital filter at both the Two-Way Modulator and in the received 

signal of the Demodulator and demonstrated the two filters’ similarities.  While Microcom was not able to 

come up with a sufficiently accurate symbol transition tracking algorithm, it was believed that this was due 

to the current digital signal processing implementation demonstrated and not an issue with the Truncated 
RRC filter.   
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Accordingly, Microcom recommended preserving the use of the Truncated RRC as it is not expected to 
impact the performance of the Two-Way communications and will allow for the potential to use it for 

tracking purposes with an alternate future DSP implementation. 

 

The remainder of the presentation highlighted the third and final approach Microcom investigated, and that 

also resulted in the required tracking algorithm. This approach was designated the Phase Transient Tracking 
Algorithm.  The first slide demonstrated that a significant and readily observable phase transient occurs in 

the phase lock tracking loop with time misalignments on the order of microsecond or two, and the transient 

will still be present at levels below one microsecond.  Further testing confirmed that the phase transient was 

proportional to the time misalignment and provided the direction of misalignment if the direction of the 

hop and phase of the symbol is taken into account. 

 
Microcom then presented the results of the testing of initial implementation of the tracking algorithm for 

an unmodulated but hopped carrier signal.  Results for both the bench and the over-the-air testing were 

presented, and these results indicated the algorithm showed significant promise.  

 

The remaining slides then demonstrated how Microcom extended the algorithm to a true modulated Two-
Way signal and showed the results for three levels of signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), culminating with an 

SNR level of approximately 5 dB, which is equivalent to a BPSK BER rate of 10-4.  Even at the lowest SNR 

tested, the Phase Transient Tracking Algorithm performed quite well and maintained a tracking accuracy 

of better than 0.5 microseconds more than 99% of the time. 

 
Microcom concluded that while all three investigated approaches have merit and may ultimately prove 

useful, the Phase Transient Tracking Algorithm met the objectives of better than one microsecond tracking 

alignment, and even performed remarkably well at very low SNRs.  Further, this tracking algorithm will 

support the final Over-the-Air BER testing once COVID-19 restrictions are relaxed to allow the testing to 

proceed.” 

 
LySanias Broyles asked if there is any way to have this work considered mission essential to allow the 

testing to continue during the current covid restrictions? Richard noted that from his perspective he can 

try to make the case for this to happen. A follow-on question was if Microcom has all they need, how 

soon can he provide a complete system. Brett Betsill answered that they need to break it away from the 

sustainment contract and have a funded task for this effort. He thinks they complete a demonstration by a 
year and a half depending on interruptions. This should be rolled into the DADDS Next for the command 

interface. That would be a good place to address it. 

 

Beau Backus asked a question: What happens if the DCP is moving like on a buoy or a vehicle. Brett 

answered that yes, the system can track it. An algorithm should take out any earth as well as the satellite 
movement. This will take some more testing. The speed of the movement may make a difference and it 

remains to be seen if this will work on a small-sat satellite. 

 

A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 
https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 
 
HRIT Update: (Seth Clevenstine - NESDIS/OSPO/SPSD/ Direct Services Branch) 

 

Seth began his presentation by giving an overview of the NESDIS rebroadcast systems. He noted 
that the GOES Rebroadcast or GRB has the highest bandwidth and is the primary relay of 
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GOES-R series data from the satellite to users. Also noted was that the standard imaging mode is 
now Mode 6 which gives a full disk every 10 minutes plus mesoscale images. Seth noted that 
more information on GOES-R can be found at: GOES-R Documents are available at: 

https://www.goes-r.gov/resources/docs.html and https://www.goes-
r.gov/users/docs/GRB_downlink.pdf.  
 
This information is contained in an image below as well as the GRB downlink specifications on 

the second image. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Seth also briefed the Community Satellite Processing Package for Geostationary Data or CSPP 
Geo. This package allows users to process the GRB data streams and generates the second level 

https://www.goes-r.gov/resources/docs.html
https://www.goes-r.gov/users/docs/GRB_downlink.pdf
https://www.goes-r.gov/users/docs/GRB_downlink.pdf
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products. It can be found at http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/csppgeo/. He noted that there are now 67 
known GRB sites. Many of these stations use the CSPP Geo software package for processing the 
data. A graphic showing the locations on a “globe” follows. 

 

 
 
Seth then briefed the GEONETCast Americas (GNC-A) dissemination broadcast. He noted that 

GEONETCast is a system of systems with GNC-A being one of the regional broadcast systems 
that covers the Americas region. The specifications and broadcast footprint are shown in the 
graphic below. One point of note is that this is a C-band broadcast which has different 
characteristics from the GRB and HRIT L-band broadcasts. This is the middle size broadcast 

with a bandwidth of 20 megabits per second. 
 

 

http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/csppgeo/
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Seth briefed the products available on GNC-A noting that there are nine GOES-R bands with 
eight of them arriving every 15 minutes plus band 13 which arrives every 10 minutes when the 

satellite is in mode 6. There are also 20 GOES-R level 2 products along with a multitude of 
products from other U.S. agencies and international providers such as EUMETSAT, CIMSS, 
CIRA, NWS, and INPE/Brazil, among others. There are also many JPSS imagery products 
available, some for which DCS users have interest in such as VIIRS active fires, ocean color, and 

blended precipitable water. Seth noted that more product information can be found at: 
https://geonetcast.wordpress.com/gnc-a-product-catalog/.  
 
He noted that there are now nearly 100 GNC-A receive stations mostly in Central America, 

South America and the Caribbean. He also briefed that there is a lot of overlap between the 
GNC-A and DCS communities. The graphic below shows a list of countries with GNC-A 
stations (proposed in red) and the number of DCPs located in each country. 
 

 
 
 
Another service of interest to the DCS community is the HRIT/EMWIN broadcast from the 

GOES satellites. Seth reminded the audience that HRIT/EMWIN is a combination of the legacy 
National Weather Service Emergency Management Weather Information Network (EMWIN) 
and the legacy Low Rate Information Transmission (LRIT) service from the previous series of 
GOES. It is a combined broadcast stream where the U.S. National Weather Service EMWIN data 

has the highest priority, as it contains watches and warnings, and the DCS messages have the 
second priority. However, the DCS observations have a guaranteed bandwidth equal or greater 
than their real bandwidth use, thus there is no impediment to their insertion in the stream. The 
bandwidth management scheme is depicted in the following graphic: 

 

https://geonetcast.wordpress.com/gnc-a-product-catalog/
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Seth also briefed the way the HRIT broadcast is broken up into virtual channels. The DCS 
Administration Channel is virtual channel 30 and the DCS Data is channel 32. 
 

He also briefed the latency of the HRIT broadcast which is important to the DCS community. 
The average latency of the HRIT system itself is sub-10 seconds at 9.6 seconds and normally less 
than thirty seconds overall. Over a message count of 147,300, there were 18 messages that had a 
latency greater than 20 seconds and 4 messages that had a latency over 1 minute. Seth also noted 

that the average expected availability of the HRIT broadcast is greater than 95% or .95 whereas 
the actual availability was .995 or greater than 99%. 
 
Seth finished his presentation with a slide containing points of contact for the GOES-R Product 

Readiness and Operations or PRO Team, the NESDIS Office of Satellite and Product Operations 
(OSPO) web site, the NESDIS 24x7 Help Desk, the NESDIS OSPO User Services Office, and 
the Direct Readout (GRB and HRD), GEONETCast Americas and HRIT/EMWIN Program 
Managers. The slide is copied on the next page below. 

 
Dan Schwitalla asked what is on the DCS admin channel. The answer is that it has not been used. 
Originally it was planned to be used in a manner similar to the legacy LRIT broadcast where 
outage messages were placed on the broadcast. Another question was whether GOES DCS is on 

GEONETCast Americas. It is available for GNC-A but has never been inserted. The DCS 
Program would need to get user input to gauge need. There is no plan, but the possibility is there.  
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A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 
 
Small Sat Update: (Beau Backus – NESDIS/JHUAPL) 

 
Beau briefed that the basic concept of the Satellite DCS Use Concept Validation project is to 
determine whether small satellites in low earth orbit can successfully interface with the data 
collection system (DCS) receivers and thus provide a low-rate data (100, 300, or greater bps) 

service to satellite users; primarily to assist in launch, early orbit, and anomaly (LEO&A) 
operations or low data required observations. It is expected that the satellite use of DCS may 
assist in minimizing the risk of interference but will not eliminate it.  Additional regulatory 
controls and protections will continue to be needed as well. 

 
DCS Transmitters (meteorological satellites) use the 401-402 MHz band to uplink data to the 
DCPR on GOES (and other DCPR equipped) satellites. Satellites are also allocated to use this 
band (space-to-Earth) for space operations purposes. These satellites often transmit with omni 

antennas and so they inadvertently also radiate in the direction of the DCS receiver on GOES. 
The thought is that the small-sats can be part of the DCS system. These satellites could have the 
capability to transmit data to the DCS system. The satellite could transmit almost anywhere in its 
orbit thus we would have to coordinate with EUMETSAT and JMA.  

 
It was conclusively shown via TES-10 that the small-sats can transmit from the satellite to 
GOES, then from GOES into DCS thus data was retrievable to the mission team. This was 
accomplished on 20 August 2020. This is a shared platform system with several payloads on the 

same satellite. TES 11 will launch in September. It will be a 3 x 2 size satellite which is a 
rectangle. 
 
In the near future, TES-11 will launch with an EarthSat payload. There will be cooperative 

testing with EUMETSAT with JMA observing. The primary goal is to demonstrate an 
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operational case for the small-sats’ use of DCS.  
 
Beyond TES-11 With funding, the possibilities include two-way communications, use of higher 

data rates and the addition of an alternative modulation scheme. NASA is exploring this 
architecture to support lunar monitoring and for monitoring the surface of Mars. 
 
The small-sats may use the international channels (iDCS) channels. There are 11 channels. We 

would need to relocate some iDCS users that do not require the unique iDCS channels. It was 
also noted that satellites are best suited for random access. 
 
In conclusion, Beau noted that the 401-402 MHz band for meteorological and earth exploration 

satellite application continues to be under pressure for use by small-sat companies. Small-sat 
operators access into the DCS system may alleviate some risk and further strengthen the value of 
protecting the system. Issues can be resolved through engineering or policy. Through the success 
of TES-10, the team believes satellite use of the DCS is a viable option. The basic satellite DCS 

use concept is now validated and testing for a more operational capability planned for late 
September 2021. Follow-on testing with EUMETSAT may confirm viability, then NOAA and 
CGMS must determine if, and under what rules, this capability may be made available to small-
sats. 

 
A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 
 
Random Reporting User’s Guide Document Refresh: (B. Kopp - Microcom Design Inc) 

 
Brian Kopp briefed that the original “Random Reporting User’s Guide” was published 40 years 
ago in 1980. It is a non-searchable PDF. NOAA wanted to review random reporting and then to 

update the document. 
 
There was a set of tasks outlined: 

● Review of the original user guide and current certification standards requirements (CS2) 
● Analysis of the current performance of the random reporting channels 

● Survey of users and vendors to understand how random reporting is done now and what 
operational variations were being used 

● Propose document revisions and user recommendations for the update 
● Implement the approved changes in a revised document 

 
He also briefed the status of the project: 

● The first draft of revised user’s guide is complete 

● NOAA has performed an initial review and made some suggested changes 
● NOAA soliciting feedback from this presentation before Microcom updates draft 

● Once a second draft is complete, NOAA will release it to the STIWG for comments. 
 
Brian noted that the original document was more of an implementation guide for how to use 
random reporting. He reported that the guide recommended and has generally been implemented 
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with re-transmission of messages a limited number of times as this increases the probability of 
successful receipt. There needs to be some method to guarantee “independence” between 
transmissions. 

 
He also noted that there is only one specification that limits random reporting transmission times 
and that is 3 seconds at 300 bps and 1.5 seconds for 1200 bps. It is efficient to use this at 300 
baud. There are no 1200 baud users now. Random reporting is permitted on twenty-one 300 baud 

channels. Also noted that by default, the messages will be less than eighty-one bytes. Brian 
presented a diagram of a common random reporting configuration:  
 

 
 
He noted the intervals guarantee the independence of transmissions. The second and following 
messages could contain updated information. The two parameters that gauge success are the 
probability of success by avoiding collisions with other messages and throughput which involves 

what percent of the capacity the message used. These parameters are compared to the channel 
loading, which is the sum of all messages sent, delivered or not. 
 
Brian presented some performance graphs on Probability of Success, Measured Throughput, and 

the use of Multiple Messages along with a description of a simulation. He noted that the actual 
performance “on the ground” outperformed the simulated performance. The intervals used now 
work well and they found that lowering the interval does not impact performance.  
 

Brian then presented the results of user and vendor surveys. He noted that four vendors 
responded. They all used multiple message transmissions with three of them saying that this was 
programmable. DCS users like random reporting. They expect a good probability of success 
(85% to 100%). Seventy percent of users would stop using random transmissions if the self-

timed rate is lowered to 15 minutes, although a few users requested a five-minute interval. A list 
of four main user recommendations is: 

● Recommendation 1: Comply with the CS2 requirement to keep messages shorter than 3 
seconds for 300 baud transmissions. 

● Recommendation 2: After a triggering event, wait a random length interval before 
initiating the first random message. Use a 5 + 1 (fixed + random) minute interval.  A 

Poisson Interval with a message rate > 1 per hour is also acceptable. 
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● Recommendation 3: Send no more than 3 copies of the initial message and separate them 
with the same interval used in recommendation 2. 

● Recommendation 4: Use only 300 baud for random reporting. 1200 baud is permitted but 
less efficient from a channel utilization standpoint. While random messages sent at 1200 

baud can be sent in half the time (1.5 seconds for 1200 baud) they require three times the 
bandwidth. As a result, it is a net loss of channel resources to use 1200 baud for random 
reporting. 

 

Two potential additional recommendations are: 
● The initial delay interval between the triggering event and the first transmission could be 

shortened. 

o Having this interval ensures that separate platforms monitoring the same event 
will not transmit simultaneously so it is necessary. 

o However, it is possible to cut it in half to 2 ½ minutes ± 30 seconds.  
o Question for users…  Would this be of any benefit? 

● For many users, the value of the random reporting system is tied to the interval used for 
self-timed messages.  If we shorten the interval for self-timed messages to 15 minutes, 
the random reporting delay intervals should likewise be shortened, perhaps to 2-3 

minutes. 
o Question for users…  If self-timed message intervals drop below 15 minutes will 

random reporting still be required? 
 

Brian finished with a list of next steps for the project: 
● NOAA would like to receive any feedback from Users and/or Manufacturers on the 

information provided here, especially the recommendations. 

● Following receipt of this feedback, Microcom will consult with NOAA on any impact to 
User Guide. 

● Microcom will then amend the first draft and provide NOAA with a second draft. 
● NOAA will distribute it to the STIWG for final comment. 

● Assuming the feedback from the STIWG is positive, NOAA will officially publish the 
revised Random Reporting User’s Guide. 

 
LySanias Broyles wondered whether the users are talking about 15-minute self-timed 

transmissions across the board or for critical locations. Brett Betsill noted that if we go down to a 
15-minute interval, we could go ahead and see what the intervals should be. 
 
Beau Backus noted that we should probably have an idea of loading for each channel so we 

could calculate the probability of success for each channel. This could guide how many repeat 
messages are sent.  
 
Brian Kopp stated that the final report will contain all the calculations and analysis as an 

appendix. 
 
Brett noted that since there is only one specification, users’ random interval could be added to 
the PDT. With a two-way capability, you could change the intervals based on events such as an 

impending hurricane.  
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Letecia Reeves posed that if the standard timed interval is 15 minutes, would there still be 
requirements for random reporting. LySanias noted that if there was a standard 15-minute 

interval, there should be a reduction in the need for random channel use but there would still be a 
need. If we went down to a 5-minute interval, then maybe there would be little need. 
 
A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 
 

Action Items Review: (Richard Antoine - NESDIS/OSPO/SPSD/ Direct Services Branch) 

 

● 123-1 Inform Seth that there is no DCS User Objection to canceling Virtual Channel 31 
and to continue using VC 32 for the New HRIT DCS File Format 

o Status: Complete and closed 
● 123-2 (122-1): NOAA to investigate a request from the Bahamas Met Service to maintain 

5-10 years of GOES DCS data on website. See Pages 01-02 
o Status: Complete and closed. It was determined that this request would not be 

fulfilled. 
● 123-3 (122-2): Investigate how to make configuration files available in the USACE DCP 

Monitor system. 
o Status: This action is In Progress and will be addressed at the Spring 2021 

meeting. Action LySanias Broyles. 
o Update: will deal with this during the STIWG on Thursday. ????? 

● 123-4 (122-3): As WCDAS puts WMO headers on 89% of messages and sends them to 
the NWSTG, consider putting WMO headers on all the messages; or assess whether we 

should be doing this at all by seeing if there are user requirements for this. This needs 
clarification or a statement of need then NOAA will scope the task. See Pages 01-02.  

o Status: Still in Progress. The Program needs to validate that all messages are 
being sent to the NWSTG with a WMO header. (Letecia Reeves) 

● 123-5 (122-6): Provide the location, exact latitude - longitude for all Federal and non-
Federal stations (including foreign) for DRGS, LRIT, HRIT/EMWIN to the NOAA 
SPRES Contractor Shared Spectrum Company so that they have a correct and 

comprehensive list of receiving stations. Send to Dr. Todd Martin at 
tmartin@sharedspectrum.com and please copy beau.backus@noaa.gov. Please provide 
within the next 30-60 days along with a point of contact with email and phone for your 
organization. See Page 13. See Pages 01-02 

o Status: Complete and closed as it has become overcome by other events.  
● 123-6 (122-8): DCS Program to prepare some vehicle for getting user input on the DCPI 

two-way communication project. See Pages 01-02 
o Status: This action is In Progress. The Program will include this in a questionnaire 

within the next month or so. (Letecia Reeves) 

● 123-7 (122-9): DCS Program manager to prepare a briefing for OSPO and NESDIS 
Management on estimates on the costs to bring the DCPI two-way communication 
project to completion for GOES-R Series and the next generation of satellites. NOAA 
and Microcom are in progress of executing a project plan. See Pages 01-02. 
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o Status: This action is In Progress and a roadmap to completion need to be 
discussed with Microcom. (Richard Antoine) 

● 123-8 (122-10): NOAA to investigate back-up (remote) pilot options including reuse of 
Goddard equipment or a new system for the CBU. Short term project complete; long term 
solution in progress. See Pages 01-02. 

o Status: This action is in progress under the CBU Pilot Antenna Project and should 
be resolved by March of 2022.  

● 123-9 (122-12): Work with the HRIT/EMWIN Program Manager to plan for up to 10% 
DCS usage on HRIT/EMWIN. See Pages 01-02. 

o Status: This is complete and closed. Currently DCS is allowed up to 8% of the 
bandwidth, with 4% of it guaranteed. DCS never clips past 3.4% of the bandwidth 
each hour. 

 
It was noted that there were no new action items from today’s portion of the meeting. The list of 
open action items from previous meetings can be found in Appendix I. 
 

Day 1 was adjourned at 15:15 EDT. 
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GOES DCS Technical Working Group (TWG) 125th Meeting 

 
TWG Day 2 – April 28, 2021 

 
Introduction and Logistics : (Richard Antoine - NESDIS/OSPO/SPSD/ Direct Services Branch) 

 

Richard Antoine opened the second day of the meeting at 10:30 EDT. 
 
 
Spectrum Sharing Challenges / FCC Rule Making Status/RF Interference/HE360  

(David Lubar – The Aerospace Corporation) 

 
Dave Lubar made a presentation to the group on four topics: 

● 1675 – 1680 MHz and SPRES Report 
● DCPR Uplink RF Interference 402 MHz band 

● Analysis of likely source from a Small Satellite Constellation uplink 
● International Frequency Usage of 401-403 MHz 

 

Topic 1: 1675-1680 MHz regulatory status within US (FCC) and SPRES Report: 
Dave noted that the Spectrum Pipeline Reallocation Engineering Study (SPRES) report is 

now complete. It has either now been provided or is about to be provided to the spectrum 
regulator. He also noted that there has been no change to the status of the 1675 – 1680 MHz 

regulatory status within the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC). 
 
Topic 2: DCPR Uplink RF Interference 402 MHz band: 

It has been observed that RF Interference is occurring in the 402 MHz uplink band. The 

interference is happening at the space based DCPR receivers on both satellites. Some of this 
interference may be contributing to data loss. This interference is coming from outside of the 
United States. They are working on identifying these sources of interference. There are several 
sources. There is a known private commercial satellite system contributing signal interference. 

This is a satellite uplink to a moving satellite. It is using a signal centered around 402 MHz.  
 
Dave briefed the detection process being used at this time. He noted that his is a very lengthy and 
manual process involving: 

● A spectrum analyzer is configured to make measurements from one GOES satellite, with 
settings that are optimum to capture a portion of the DCPR uplink spectrum 

● An analyzer takes a snapshot in time and frequency, and depending on settings selected, 
may or may not capture the entire interference event 

● Data is taken over a 24-hour period, generating thousands of spectrum analyzer plots 
similar that shown on slide 5 

 
Topic 3: Analysis of likely source from a Small Satellite Constellation uplink 

Dave showed examples of the satellite uplink interference using the following graphics: 
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Dave briefed that Aerospace has a model that can match the raw data when first visible and when 
it disappears on GOES and when the offending satellites fly by. The company responsible for the 

interference shown above has a constellation of three small satellites. The ground stations are in 
Canada. The operator plans to have up to ten satellites next year.  
 
Other interference sources seem to be coming from Central America (Guatemala) and South 

America (near Quito, Ecuador).  
 
Topic 4: International Frequency Usage of 401-403 MHz 

Dave noted that the use of the radio spectrum is based on an International 
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Telecommunications Union (ITU) roadmap. The member countries sign on to be compliant with 
the roadmap. Meteorological satellites are primary in the 402 MHz range. In the U.S., the federal 
system has priority. There is a footnote that non-federal entities can only uplink to GOES. 

Essentially, these are DCP platforms. Unfortunately, the footnote only applies to the U.S. In 
other words, other uses are permitted in other countries. Thus, as the use of small satellite 
increases, we may see even more interference. 
 

Brett Betsill said that he has been following steady interference. One may be a DCP that is 
transmitting in error. A caution to users is that if you are not getting data from a DCP, please 
service it as it may be interfering with others. Also, they may be transmitting signals that are not 
identifiable. 

 
Matt Sullivan noted that at WCDAS, they have been concentrating on the satellite noted by Dave 
Lubar. The satellite interference covers several channels where errant DCP interference covers 
single channels. Some assignments have been moved to mitigate data loss.  

 
Dave Lubar emphasized that the invitation is going out for DCS users to help the team identify 
sources of interference or to help contact the organizations involved in the interference. He asked 
users to let the team know if you believe you have a DCP that is not transmitting its message. 

 
A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 
 
Radio Frequency Interference Monitoring System (RFIMS) (Ed White for Steven 

Grippando) 

 
Ed White began his presentation by briefing that the RFIMS is a “cloud-centric NOAA solution 
for spectrum sharing in L-Band supporting both NESDIS and NWS earth stations.” The system 
is able to detect, classify and identify interference in the L-band. It covers 1670 – 1675 MHz 

frequencies.” He noted that “The main component of the system is the cloud-based Central 
Monitoring System (CMS), while the Remote Monitoring System (RMS) was designed for 
deployment at earth stations with minimal equipment footprint.”  
 

Also noted was that NOAA has deployed a system in the NESDIS cloud and that there are two 
systems: one at the Table Mountain Test Range (TMTR) and the other at WCDAS. The WCDAS 
system is not fully connected at this time. He briefed the RFIMS system diagram that is shown in 
the graphic below. 
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He noted that up to 17 RMS units can be deployed. They would all be connected to the Central 

Monitoring System. In the future, the CMS will be used by Spectrum Managers and other 
personnel. 
 
He briefed that the project has installed a 3.7 meter Microcom GOES DCS Direct Readout 

Ground Station (DRGS) at the Table Mountain site. It is a similar system to NOAA operational 
systems at WCDAS and the NSOF. They have a DAMS-NT 16 channel cage with DigiTrak 
Demodulators, DAMS-NT server management software, and DAMS-NT client software. The 
project is “preparing to conduct a DCS study to determine the system’s interference 

susceptibility.” This may help NOAA “understand how the RFIMS can protect DCS reception 
during spectrum sharing.” He also noted the following points: 

● Long-term Evolution (LTE) or 5G user equipment signal may interfere with DCS 
downlink. 

● Ligado transmissions may also create interference to DCS. 

● RFIMS can monitor 1670 – 1695 MHz, which includes DCS downlink of 1679.7 to 
1680.1 MHz. 

 
Ed also noted that the project is conducting a capability assessment. This is detailed in the list 

below: 
● RFIMS PMO is conducting a capability assessment to validate the RFIMS’s ability to 

support spectrum sharing in a NOAA satellite environment.  

o Objective is to provide an independent, objective, and quantitative assessment of 
the RFIMS’s capability to support sharing of the 1695 – 1710 MHz band with 
AWS-3 wireless carriers. 

o Conducting testing at the operationally representative Table Mountain site 

(TMTR) earth station environment. 
● Validating RFIMS detection, classification, identification, and notification in the 

presence of emulated LTE and 5G user equipment interference levels that impact NOAA 

earth stations.  
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o Using Aerospace, MITRE, and NTIA ITS Spectrum and Propagation 
Measurements Division test systems to emulate LTE and 5G interference. 

o Conducting testing while operating POES, GRB, DCS, HRIT/ EMWIN ground 

stations to correlate RFIMS capability with interference thresholds that impact 
these NOAA systems.  

o Assessment results will inform decision-making at the Milestone 3.5 Full-Rate 
Production Decision Review scheduled Summer 2021. 

o Assessment results will inform DCS and HRIT/ EMWIN user groups. 

● Capability assessment is currently in the planning and dry-run phase of the testing 
campaign. 

 
Matt Sullivan noted that RFIMS was designed for use looking at AWS-3. He asked whether 
WCDAS could see spectrum plots in the 1670-1690 range. Ed answered that you can see 1670-

1680 or 1710-1755 but cannot do identification. They were able to see that Ligado was 
transmitting in the 1670-1675 range.  
 
As a follow-up to factory testing, they did an operational environment at Table Mountain. They 

are working with their test partners to operate the systems while inserting interference in the 
Table Mountain environment to see how the receive systems are affected. They realize they need 
to customize RFIMS to the individual environments where they are installed. They can accept 
tests that users would like to do based on the systems installed. 
 

Ed then briefed the next steps for the program to include: 

● RFIMS PMO will complete capability assessment test planning with test stakeholders. 
● Engage DCS Working Group to discuss measures and metrics the test team may consider 

for establishing interference protection criteria. 
o Typical latency performance and levels that create outages. 

o Pilot level, channel noise, phase noise 
o Other metrics operators have successfully used to manage DCS performance. 

● Work with NTIA/ ITS to plan and complete DCS study (in early phase of discussions). 
o DCS test approach and plan, test procedures, and test results report.  

▪ Use test results to update capability assessment test procedures for 
correlating RFIMS testing while operating DCS in an emulated 

interference environment. 
● Conduct testing. 

● Coordinate follow-up meetings with DCS Working Group to discuss test results and next 
steps in better understanding how the RFIMS can help protect DCS reception. 

 
He emphasized that once they are done with testing, they will present their findings in the TWG 

meetings. 
 
Matt Sullivan stated that WCDAS will offer help with performance metrics for the DCS system. 
 

Dave Lubar noted that there is complexity to switching to 5G signals that we want to measure in 
the future. Ed stated that they believe they can modify the algorithms and servers to do this. They 
also may have to improve the digitizers. They have not yet gotten permission to upgrade to 
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monitor 5G. They will test with 5G signals to show what their system would be able to do. 
 
A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 
 

User Reports – (GOES DCS Users) 

 

UCACE – (LySanias Broyles - STIWG Chair-USACE Rock Island District, IL) 

LySanias began by showing the UCACE Regions and a map of the CONUS DCP locations. He 
briefed that USACE is undergoing a modernization of their DRGS systems. He noted that they 
have, through their own study, detected interfering signals at their sites. He noted that some of 
the current sites are over 30 years old. The list of the DRGS sites with their update status is: 

● Rock Island, IL - GOES East/West –  Scheduled to begin ~Aug 2020 

● St. Louis, MO -  GOES East –   Site visit and EME analysis complete 
● Vicksburg, MS -  GOES East –   Site visit and EME analysis complete 

● Columbia, MS -  GOES East –   Site visit and EME analysis complete 
● Cincinnati, OH -  GOES East –   Site visit and EME analysis complete 

● Omaha, NE -  GOES East –   Phase 1 projected to begin ~Summer/Fall 2020 
● Sacramento, CA - GOES West –   Phase 1 complete 
 

LySanias noted that due to the COVID-19 pandemic, they were pushed to improve their 
telecommuting activities. They needed to access their data just like they had in the office. He 
noted that they had a significant “Derecho” event that affected some Midwest states including 
Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Indiana. The top winds were measured at 126 mph. It 

caused significant damage to communications resulting in no internet service for a period of 
time. This again highlights why they rely on direct receive capabilities. LySanias showed a slide 
noting damage prevented in the Great Lakes and Ohio River Division. He stated that they would 
not have been able to produce this information without the GOES DCS system. This is shown in 

the graphic below. 
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Robert Moyer from the USACE Great Lakes and Ohio River Division stated that they depend on 
GOES data. They occupy 2.5 DCS channels. They wanted to show how the impacts of the GOES 

data affects their system. They wanted to mention that they are going to replace the entire system 
in June and will have a short outage. This replacement is for the whole system from antenna to 
workstations.  
 

In summary, LySanias briefed the following points noting especially that they want to receive 
Iridium messages over the HRIT feed and that a HydroDCS (Open DCS) Appliance developed 
by the Portland office has been released. This is a one-stop DCS application. 

● ~2936 owned GOES Id’s 

● ~2527 active GOES platforms (all 300 baud) 
● Channels: 17, 25, 31, 49, 58, 73, 88, 161, 162, 177 

● Divested nearly all primary terrestrial radio infrastructure 
● Of 38 districts, over ~90% have at least one on premise L/HRIT receive system 

● Still a desire for more frequent transmissions at critical locations 
o Some also transmit on random channel while exceeding observation threshold 

● Supplementing GOES DCP’s with r/t DAMS-NT over LAN at project offices. 

● Resolving Corps-wide firewall issues granting access to all CDADATA and EDDN 
LRGS servers 

● Continuing to add new locations and requesting new assignments 
● Awaiting 2-Way GOES DCP’s 

● Anticipating Iridium observations over HRIT 
● Ongoing USACE DRGS modernization 

● Release of Portland District developed HydroDCS (OpenDCS) Appliance for project 
offices 

 
 

Canada Environment and Climate Change (Paul Campbell) 

 
Paul Campbell began his presentation with a map of the locations of the DCPs from the National 
Hydrological Service and then by briefing the DCPs belonging to the National Hydrological 

Service and the Meteorological Service of Canada. He noted that they were progressing well 
with the CS1 To CS2 conversion with seventy eight percent of the DCPs having been converted. 
The status of their DCPs is contained in the graphic below. 
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He then briefed that they are in a cooperative effort with the Canadian federal and provincial 
governments to reduce telecommunications risks to their national networks. They have formed a 

working group to evaluate the risks and develop a national strategy. Paul then briefed that the 
project is being conducted in four phases: 

● Telemetry Systems Inventory 
● Risk inventory and assessment 

● Identification and assessment of mitigation options 
● Drafting and publication of a National Telemetry Strategy 

 
They are using a software package developed in Holland for emergency management systems 

that shows risks to telemetry uplinks etc. 
 
 
Dept of the Interior – Bureau of Reclamation (Philip Dayton) 

 
Philip briefed that they have over 300 sites mainly monitoring waterflow into and out of dams. 
There has not been as much snow in the mountains as usual so this monitoring will be critical. 
 

 
Brian Jackson – NWS 

 
Brian briefed that he is the Program Manager at the U.S. National Weather Service (NWS) 

Hydrometeorological Automated Data System (HADS). He noted that they do not have their 
own DCPs but are secondary processors of all the DCPs. They currently monitor 17,800 DCPs 
and send the data to the NWS field Offices. The data is used in forecast models. He noted that 
only 2 people run HADS thus they are reliant on the accuracy of the PDT files. He emphasized 

that timely updates to the PDTs are critical to HADS and the weather service offices as they are 
used in forecasts to save lives and protect property. 
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United States Geological Survey (Dan Schwitalla) 

 

Dan noted that they manage 12,825 DCPs. They have 360 Iridium stations and cell transmitters. 
At the EDDN station, they have three external LRGSs. The USGS has two HRIT stations; one at 
EDDN in Sioux Falls in South Dakota and another in Reston, Virginia. They may put a third 
HRIT station at Tuscaloosa, Alabama. They are also planning a RFIMS installation at Sioux 

Falls in approximately 2024. 
 
 
Hydro Quebec (Maxime Pare) (accent mark on e) – Hydro Quebec 

 
Maxime briefed that this was his first year attending the conference. He noted that Hydro Quebec 
has over 500 DCPs. First year at the conference. Over 500 stations.  
 

 

Manufacturers Reports (GOES DCS Equipment Manufacturers) 

 
Terrell Fletcher – Campbell Scientific Get slides from Habtam 

 
Terrell briefed that they have spent a lot of time and effort getting GOES products out on the 
market. He noted that they have improved their transmitter. They are seeing an uptick in interest, 
primarily from the USGS.  

 
He noted that they have a Hydro-Link interface that helps with setup and programming and also 
contains a trailing package. They are doing training with USGS offices to improve their 
performance in the field. The list of features showing the Hydro-Link Advantage is below: 
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He noted that their DCPs work with both cell phones and Iridium. There is a field tool that shows 
real-time information on the DCPs that is free for users and is easily installed. The DCPs have a 
flexible interface that can accommodate both digital and analog sensors. There is also a device 

configuration utility that is the “Swiss Army Knife” for the data loggers. He briefed that they are 
doing outreach for prospective users. Their systems are fully accredited. There are tutorials 
available that allow you to connect to a system on the bench so you can simulate a setup. 
 
https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 
 
Microcom Environmental (Perry West) 

 

Perry opened his presentation with a history of Microcom. The highlighted items are: 
● 1975 – Founded as Microcom Design, Inc. 

o Headquartered in Hunt Valley, MD 

o Focused on Design Engineering, RF Engineering, & Electrical Engineering 
● 2003 – Contracted by NOAA to design and build the then-new GOES DCS Receive 

Systems at National Satellite Operations Facility (NSOF) & National Environmental 

Satellite, Data, & Information Service (NESDIS) 
● 2003 – Developed Microcom’s first GOES DCS Transmitter 

● 2008 – Hired personnel with over 90 years of collective experience in Hydrology, 
Oceanography, & Meteorology to head product development & system design for 
Microcom Environmental 

● 2017 – Formally separated the company into two divisions: Microcom Design & 
Microcom Environmental 

 
Perry briefed that they now have over 3,500 DCPs, 55 HRIT systems and 34 DRGS systems in 

the field. They also have monitoring systems deployed in the Caribbean, Central and South 
America and Europe. He noted that all manufacturing is done in their Hunt Valley, Md. facility. 
Microcom offers complete data solutions containing data collections platforms, data reception 
systems and data presentation tools. 

 
Perry noted that the future product is the Xpress. The Xpress system is an integrated systems 
comprised of 

● Fully integrated GOES DCS Data Collection Platform 
o GTX-2.0 Satellite Data Transmitter & Logger 
o UB6 Satellite Transmit Antenna 
o 5-Watt Solar Panel 

o GPS Antenna 
o Internal Battery Pack 
o Solar Regulator 

● Lightweight  
● IP66 Enclosure 

● Mounting & Solar Panel options available 

● Extremely cost-effective 
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Xpress can link to EUMETSAT and Himawari, is quick and easy to set-up, cost effective and 
replaces the need for a gage house and enclosure, which saves funds. It can be used as a 
permanent station, seasonal deployment, rapid deployment and in extreme applications. Perry 

noted that one use case in Yellow Knife was in sub-zero temperatures and heavy snow 
conditions. Another was a network in Florida with some along the Overseas Highway that goes 
to the Keys and some in the Panhandle both of which sustained strong, hurricane winds. One 
feature of the Xpress system is that the only routine maintenance is changing the battery pack 

every five years. A graphic of four installations is below. 
 

 
 

Microcom also offers two receive systems; the DigiRIT HRIT Receive System and the DAMS-
NT DigiTrak Direct Readout Ground System (DRGS) 
 
The DigiRIT HRIT Receive System is a low-cost system that receives a rebroadcast of all DCS 

messages with an approximate latency of 20 – 25 seconds that can be received on a 1.5-meter 
dish.  
 
The DAMS-NT DigiTrak Direct Readout Ground System or DRGS offers direct reception from 

the GOES Satellite. This is the lowest latency available from any data source and is the most 
reliable. The DRGS requires a greater than or equal to 3.7-meter dish, depending on location and 
individual installation. 
 
A copy of the slide presentations can be found at: 

https://www.noaasis.noaa.gov/GOES/GOES_DCS/twg_meeting.html 

 
 

Review of Action Items: (Richard Antoine and All) 
 
While there were no new action items from the meeting it is noted that all users should report 

significant missing reports per channel as an aid to identifying interference.  

 
The list of open action items from previous meetings can be found in Appendix I. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 15:15 EDT.  
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Appendix I: TWG 125th (Tuesday - Wednesday April 27 - 28th, 2021) Actions 

 

There were no new actions noted at this meeting - TWG 125 (April 27 - 28th, 2021). 

 

A list of open action items from previous meetings follows. 

 

● 123-3 (122-2): Investigate how to make configuration files available in the USACE DCP 
Monitor system. 

o Status: This action is In Progress and will be addressed at the Spring 2021 
meeting. Action LySanias Broyles. 

o Update: will deal with this during the STIWG on Thursday. ?????. See Page 18.  
● 123-4 (122-3): As WCDAS puts WMO headers on 89% of messages and sends them to 

the NWSTG, consider putting WMO headers on all the messages; or assess whether we 
should be doing this at all by seeing if there are user requirements for this. This needs 
clarification or a statement of need then NOAA will scope the task. See Pages 01-02.  

o Status: Still in Progress. The Program needs to validate that all messages are 
being sent to the NWSTG with a WMO header. (Letecia Reeves) 

● 123-6 (122-8): DCS Program to prepare some vehicle for getting user input on the DCPI 
two-way communication project. See Pages 01-02 

o Status: This action is In Progress. The Program will include this in a questionnaire 
within the next month or so. (Letecia Reeves) 

● 123-7 (122-9): DCS Program manager to prepare a briefing for OSPO and NESDIS 
Management on estimates on the costs to bring the DCPI two-way communication 
project to completion for GOES-R Series and the next generation of satellites. NOAA 
and Microcom are in progress of executing a project plan. See Pages 01-02. 

o Status: This action is In Progress and a roadmap to completion need to be 
discussed with Microcom. (Richard Antoine) 

● 123-8 (122-10): NOAA to investigate back-up (remote) pilot options including reuse of 
Goddard equipment or a new system for the CBU. Short term project complete; long term 
solution in progress. See Pages 01-02. 

o Status: This action is in progress under the CBU Pilot Antenna Project and should 
be resolved by March of 2022. (Richard Antoine) 
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Appendix II: 125th GOES DCS Technical Working Group (TWG) Agenda 

 

TWG Day 1 – April 27, 2021 

 

 
 

 
TWG Day 2 – April 28, 2021 
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Appendix III - A: April 27-28, 2021 - 125th TWG (Virtual) Attendees 

 

Day 1 – April 27, 2021 

 

First Name Last Name Organization Email Address 

Joao Bosco Accioly 

Ceará Foundation of 

Meteorology and Water 
Resources - FUNCEME 

bosco@funceme.br 

Charles Allen 
US Bureau of Reclamation 
(USBR) 

cmallen@usbr.gov 

Richard Antonio NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO richard.antoino@noaa.gov 

Arthur Armour 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

arthur.armour@usace.army.mil 

James Arnold 
US Bureau of Reclamation 

(USBR) 
jarnold@usbr.gov 

Habtam Ayalew NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO habtam.ayalew@noaa.gov 

Beau Backus JHU APL for NOAA/NESDIS beau.backus@noaa.gov 

Nikki Becker 
National Weather Service 

(NWS) Gray, Maine 
nichole.becker@noaa.gov 

Brian Bell 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), Seattle District 

robert.b.bell@usace.army.mil 

Brett Betsill Microcom Design, Inc. BBetsill@MicrocomDesign.com 

Christian Bouchard Hydro-Quebec bouchard.christian2@hydroquebec.com 

John Bradley National Weather Service john.bradley@noaa.gov 

Patrick Breitkreutz 
Nebraska Department of 

Natural Resources 
patrick.breitkreutz@nebraska.gov 

LySanias Broyles 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

LYSANIAS.D.BROYLES@USACE.ARM
Y.MIL 

Chris Buchner 
OTT Hydromet Corp.  (Sutron 
Corp) 

chris.buchner@otthydromet.com 

Megan Burke 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) 
megan.e.burke@usace.army.mil 

Paul Campbell 
Environment and Climate 
Change Canada 

paul.campbell@canada.ca 

John Carroll NTIA jcarroll@ntia.doc.gov 

Roberto Ceron 
Ministerio de Medio Ambiente 

y Recursos Naturales 
rceron@marn.gob.sv 

mailto:LYSANIAS.D.BROYLES@USACE.ARMY.MIL
mailto:LYSANIAS.D.BROYLES@USACE.ARMY.MIL
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Jorge Chira 
Servicio Nacional de 
Meteorología e Hidrología del 
Perú 

profesclima@yahoo.com 

Seth Clevenstine NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO Seth.Clevenstine@noaa.gov 

Adrian Cortez 
International Boundary and 
Water Commission 

adrian.cortez@ibwc.gov 

Jonathan Cox 
Caribbean Institute for 

Meteorology and Hydrology  
jonathancox999@icloud.com 

Swayne Cummings Grenada Meteorological Office scummings@gaa.gd 

Brendan Curley NOAA/NESDIS brendan.curley@noaa.gov 

Henri Dagenais 
Saskatchewan Public Safety 
Agency 

henri.dagenais@gov.sk.ca 

Phillip Dayton DOI / BOR / USBR PDayton@usbr.gov 

Shayne De Dominicis Manitoba Hydro sdominicis@hydro.mb.ca 

Patrick Deane Natural Resources Canada patrick.deane@canada.ca 

Howard Diamond 
NOAA/OAR Air Resources 
Laboratory 

howard.diamond@noaa.gov 

Christy Donley Alberta Environment & Parks christy.donley@gov.ab.ca 

Justin Dopp BLM/NIFC/RAWS JDOPP@BLM.GOV   

Warren Dorsey NESDIS OSGS SETS Contract warren.dorsey@noaa.gov 

Nick Ellis CA DWR nicholas.ellis@water.ca.gov 

Ross Emry 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

ross.d.emry@usace.army.mil 

Nicole Finch USFS WO FAM NIFC nicole.finch@usda.gov 

Kenton Fletcher 
Grenada Ministry of 
Agriculture, Lands and Forestry  

kenflet@hotmail.com 

Tracy Fraley 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

tracy.d.fraley@usace.army.mil 

Allen Furlow NWD allen.l.furlow@usace.army.mil 

Janelle 
Garraway 
McPherson 

Dominica Meteorological 
Service 

janellejj@gmail.com 
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Matt Hardesty Colorado DWR MATT.HARDESTY@STATE.CO.US 

Mark (Matt) Heggli Innovative Hydrology matt.heggli@innovativehydrology.com 

Brandt Hellstern 
OTT HYDROMET/SUTRON 
CORP 

BRANDT@SUTRON.COM   

Bruce Herbert Signal Engineering Inc. bherbert@sigeng.com 

Nathan Holcomb NOAA/CO-OPS Nathan.Holcomb@noaa.gov 

Kimberly Hoog 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) 
kimberly.hoog@usace.army.mil 

Austyn Houser` 
State of Nebraska Department 
of Natural Resources 

austyn.houser@nebraska.gov 

Leona Hyde 
Government of Newfoundland 
and Labrador 

leonahyde@gov.nl.ca 

Brian Jackson National Weather Service brian.jackson@noaa.gov 

Peter Johnston Manitoba Infrastructure peter.johnston@gov.mb.ca 

Mary Jane Jojic 
Ministry of Environment and 
Climate Change Strategy 

mj.jojic@gov.bc.ca 

Juan Pablo Jorquera SHOA jpejorquera@gmail.com 

Craig Keeler NOAA craig.a.keeler@noaa.gov  

Stephen Kissock 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) 
stephen.r.kissock@usace.army.mil 

Edward Kleese NOAA/Wallops edward.m.kleese@noaa.gov 

Ruth Koehnke 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), Portland District 

ruth.a.koehnke@usace.army.mil 

Brian Kopp The Semaphore Group, Inc. brian@thesemaphoregroup.com 

Charles Kottler 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE)-CELRD 

charles.kottler@usace.army.mil 

Warren Krug NOAA/CO-OPS WARREN.KRUG@NOAA.GOV 

Jason Lee 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) 
jason.y.lee@usace.army.mil 

Drew Lindow JOA Surveys drew.lindow@joasurveys.com 

Wade Loseman Ott HydroMet wade.loseman@otthydromet.com 
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Dave Lubar Aerospace david.g.lubar@aero.org 

Michael Maloney Cove Software, LLC mike@covesw.com 

James Marburger 
Nebraska Department of 
Natural Resources 

jim.marburger@nebraska.gov 

Ron Marotto County of Ventura ron.marotto@ventura.org 

Geoff Marshall CAL FIRE geoff.marshall@fire.ca.gov 

Mariano Masiokas 
Argentinean Institute for Snow, 
Ice and Environmental Research 
(IANIGLA-CONICET) 

mmasiokas@mendoza-conicet.gob.ar 

Greg McCurdy Desert Research Institute Greg.McCurdy@dri.edu 

Joe Medina DWR jmedina@water.ca.gov 

Francisca 

Jucivania 
Mendes   

Stephen Middlekauff 
US Bureau of Reclamation 
(USBR) 

smiddlekauff@usbr.gov 

Kara Morris OWRD kara.b.morris@oregon.gov 

Robert Moyer 
US Army Corps of Engineers, 
Great Lakes and Ohio River 
Division 

robert.e.moyer@usace.army.mil 

Julie Murphy 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

julie.w.murphy@usace.army.mil 

Arbi Nouaili Hydro-Quebec nouaili.arbi@hydroquebec.com 

Richard Pardee USGS Water Mission rwpardee@usgs.gov 

Maxime Pare Hydro-Quebec pare.maxime@hydroquebec.com 

Randolph Parsons 
Government of Newfoundland 

and Labrador 
randolphparsons@gov.nl.ca 

Valerie Randall NOAA valerie.randall@noaa.gov 

Letecia Reeves 
NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO/SPSD/
DSB 

Letecia.Reeves@noaa.gov 

Gary Roberts Campbell Scientific, Inc. gtroberts@campbellsci.com 

Edgar Romero 
National Meteorological 
Service, Mexico 

edgaro.romeroc@conagua.gob.mx 
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Camacho Santiago CONAGUA-SMN santiago.camacho@conagua.gob.mx 

Dan Schwitalla USGS WMA ddschwit@usgs.gov 

Paul Seymour SID-NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO paul.seymour@noaa.gov 

Kiran Shrestha Office of Dissemination kiran.shrestha@noaa.gov 

Vanhustan Simms 
Bahamas Department of 
Meteorology 

vanhustansimms@bahamas.gov.bs 

Bruce Smiley BC Hydro bruce.smiley@bchydro.com 

Eric Smith 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

eric.r.smith@usace.army.mil 

Sally Snyder 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), Louisville District 

COE 

sally.s.kaltman@usace.army.mil 

Maren Stoflet National Weather Service maren.stoflet@noaa.gov 

Matthew Sullivan NOAA/Wallops MATT.G.SULLIVAN@NOAA.GOV 

Robbie Swofford Bureau of Land Management rswofford@blm.gov 

Raul Tejada Panama Canal Authority (ACP) rtejada@pancanal.com 

Christopher Tennant 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

christopher.j.tennant@usace.army.mil 

Megan Terry 
NOAA/NATIONAL 

WEATHER SERVICE 
megan.terry@noaa.gov 

Travis Thornton NOAA/Wallops joseph.t.thornton@noaa.gov 

Andrew Weinberg 
Texas Water Development 
Board 

andrew.weinberg@twdb.texas.gov 

Perry West Microcom Design, Inc. PWest@MicrocomDesign.com 

Philip Whaley NOAA Wallops CDAS Philip.L.Whaley@noaa.gov 

Edward White 
Subject Matter Expert, RFIMS 
Project/OSGS 

Edward.White@noaa.gov  

Holly Whittington CLOCA hwhittington@cloca.com 

James Williams 
Nebraska Dept. Natural 
Resources 

james.williams@nebraska.gov 
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Steven Yeadon The National Data Buoy Center steven.yeadon@noaa.gov 

 
 

Appendix III - B: April 27-28, 2021 - 125th TWG (Virtual) Attendees 

 

Day 2 – April 28, 2021 

 

 

First Name Last Name Organization Email Address 

Charles Allen 
US Bureau of Reclamation 
(USBR) 

cmallen@usbr.gov 

Richard Antonio NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO richard.antoino@noaa.gov 

Arthur Armour 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

arthur.armour@usace.army.mil 

James Arnold 
US Bureau of Reclamation 
(USBR) 

jarnold@usbr.gov 

Habtam Ayalew NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO habtam.ayalew@noaa.gov 

Beau Backus JHU APL for NOAA/NESDIS beau.backus@noaa.gov 

Nikki Becker 
National Weather Service 
(NWS) Gray, Maine 

nichole.becker@noaa.gov 

Brian Bell 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE), Seattle District 
robert.b.bell@usace.army.mil 

Brett Betsill Microcom Design, Inc. BBetsill@MicrocomDesign.com 

Christian Bouchard Hydro-Quebec bouchard.christian2@hydroquebec.com 

John Bradley National Weather Service john.bradley@noaa.gov 

LySanias Broyles 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

LYSANIAS.D.BROYLES@USACE.ARM
Y.MIL 

Chris Buchner 
OTT Hydromet Corp.  (Sutron 

Corp) 
chris.buchner@otthydromet.com 

Paul Campbell 
Environment and Climate 
Change Canada 

paul.campbell@canada.ca 

Jorge Chira 
Servicio Nacional de 
Meteorología e Hidrología del 

Perú 

profesclima@yahoo.com 

Rick Clayton 
US Bureau of Reclamation 

(USBR), Upper Colorado Basin 
rclayton@usbr.gov 
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Adrian Cortez 
International Boundary and 

Water Commission 
adrian.cortez@ibwc.gov 

Jonathan Cox 
Caribbean Institute for 
Meteorology and Hydrology  

jonathancox999@icloud.com 

Swayne Cummings Grenada Meteorological Office scummings@gaa.gd 

Brendan Curley NOAA/NESDIS brendan.curley@noaa.gov 

Henri Dagenais 
Saskatchewan Public Safety 
Agenacy 

henri.dagenais@gov.sk.ca 

Phillip Dayton DOI / BOR / USBR PDayton@usbr.gov 

Shayne De Dominicis Manitoba Hydro sdominicis@hydro.mb.ca 

Patrick Deane Natural Resources Canada patrick.deane@canada.ca 

Howard Diamond 
NOAA/OAR Air Resources 

Laboratory 
howard.diamond@noaa.gov 

Christy Donley Alberta Environment & Parks christy.donley@gov.ab.ca 

Justin Dopp BLM/NIFC/RAWS JDOPP@BLM.GOV   

Warren Dorsey NESDIS OSGS SETS Contract warren.dorsey@noaa.gov 

Nick Ellis CA DWR nicholas.ellis@water.ca.gov 

Nicole Finch USFS WO FAM NIFC nicole.finch@usda.gov 

Terrell Fletcher Campbell Scientific tfletcher@campbellsci.com 

Tracy Fraley 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

tracy.d.fraley@usace.army.mil 

Allen Furlow NWD allen.l.furlow@usace.army.mil 

Janelle 
Garraway 
McPherson 

Dominica Meteorological 
Service 

janellejj@gmail.com 

Matt Hardesty Colorado DWR MATT.HARDESTY@STATE.CO.US 

Bret Hegler 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) Water Management 
christopher.b.hegler@usace.army.mil 

Bruce Herbert Signal Engineering Inc. bherbert@sigeng.com 

Nathan Holcomb NOAA/CO-OPS Nathan.Holcomb@noaa.gov 
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Austyn Houser` 
State of Nebraska Department 

of Natural Resources 
austyn.houser@nebraska.gov 

Leona Hyde 
Government of Newfoundland 
and Labrador 

leonahyde@gov.nl.ca 

Brian Jackson National Weather Service brian.jackson@noaa.gov 

Peter Johnston Manitoba Infrastructure peter.johnston@gov.mb.ca 

Edward Kleese NOAA/Wallops edward.m.kleese@noaa.gov 

Ruth Koehnke 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE), Portland District 
ruth.a.koehnke@usace.army.mil 

Charles Kottler 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE)-CELRD 

charles.kottler@usace.army.mil 

Danielle Koushel NOAA danielle.koushel@noaa.gov 

Warren Krug NOAA/CO-OPS WARREN.KRUG@NOAA.GOV 

Drew Lindow JOA Surveys drew.lindow@joasurveys.com 

Wade Loseman Ott HydroMet wade.loseman@otthydromet.com 

Dave Lubar Aerospace david.g.lubar@aero.org 

Michael Maloney Cove Software, LLC mike@covesw.com 

Ron Marotto County of Ventura ron.marotto@ventura.org 

Geoff Marshall CAL FIRE geoff.marshall@fire.ca.gov 

Mariano Masiokas 
Argentinean Institute for Snow, 
Ice and Environmental Research 

(IANIGLA-CONICET) 

mmasiokas@mendoza-conicet.gob.ar 

Greg McCurdy Desert Research Institute Greg.McCurdy@dri.edu 

Joe Medina DWR jmedina@water.ca.gov 

Stephen Middlekauff 
US Bureau of Reclamation 
(USBR) 

smiddlekauff@usbr.gov 

Kara Morris OWRD kara.b.morris@oregon.gov 

Robert Moyer 

US Army Corps of Engineers, 

Great Lakes and Ohio River 
Division 

robert.e.moyer@usace.army.mil 
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Julie Murphy 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) 
julie.w.murphy@usace.army.mil 

Arbi Nouaili Hydro-Quebec nouaili.arbi@hydroquebec.com 

Rafael Nunez 
INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE 
RECURSOS HIDRAULICOS - 

INDRHI 

ranovalles@gmail.com 

Richard Pardee USGS Water Mission rwpardee@usgs.gov 

Maxime Pare Hydro-Quebec pare.maxime@hydroquebec.com 

Randolph Parsons 
Government of Newfoundland 

and Labrador 
randolphparsons@gov.nl.ca 

Valerie Randall NOAA valerie.randall@noaa.gov 

Letecia Reeves 
NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO/SPSD/
DSB 

Letecia.Reeves@noaa.gov 

Gary Roberts Campbell Scientific, Inc. gtroberts@campbellsci.com 

Edgar Romero 
National Meteorological 
Service, Mexico 

edgaro.romeroc@conagua.gob.mx 

Camacho Santiago CONAGUA-SMN santiago.camacho@conagua.gob.mx 

Dan Schwitalla USGS WMA ddschwit@usgs.gov 

Paul Seymour SID - NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO paul.seymour@noaa.gov 

Kiran Shrestha Office of Dissemination kiran.shrestha@noaa.gov 

Vanhustan Simms 
Bahamas Department of 
Meteorology 

vanhustansimms@bahamas.gov.bs 

Eric Smith 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

eric.r.smith@usace.army.mil 

Sally Snyder 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), Louisville District 
COE 

sally.s.kaltman@usace.army.mil 

Joe Stuart 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 

joe.g.stuart@usace.army.mil 

Matthew Sullivan NOAA/Wallops MATT.G.SULLIVAN@NOAA.GOV 

Robbie Swofford Bureau of Land Management rswofford@blm.gov 

Raul Tejada Panama Canal Authority (ACP) rtejada@pancanal.com 
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Christopher Tennant 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) 
christopher.j.tennant@usace.army.mil 

Travis Thornton NOAA/Wallops joseph.t.thornton@noaa.gov 

Perry West Microcom Design, Inc. PWest@MicrocomDesign.com 

Philip Whaley NOAA Wallops CDAS Philip.L.Whaley@noaa.gov 

Edward White 
Subject Matter Expert, RFIMS 
Project/OSGS 

Edward.White@noaa.gov  

Holly Whittington CLOCA hwhittington@cloca.com 

James Williams 
Nebraska Dept. Natural 
Resources 

james.williams@nebraska.gov 

Steven Yeadon The National Data Buoy Center steven.yeadon@noaa.gov 

 


